An exponential model not in standard form is fully characterized by an observed likelihood function and its first sample space derivative,u pt oo ne-one transformations of the observable variable. This property is used to modify the Lugannani and Rice (1980) tail probability approximation to makei tp arameterization invariant. Then, for general continuous models a version of tangent exponential model is defined, and used to derive a general tail probability approximation that uses only the observed likelihood and its first sample-space derivative.T he analysis extends from density functions to distribution functions the tangent exponential model methods in Fraser (1988) . Ar elated tail probability approximation has been reported (Barndorff-Nielsen, 1988b) in the discussion to Reid (1988) .
Introduction
The saddlepoint method (Daniels, 1954; Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1979) provides extremely accurate approximations to density functions based on corresponding cumulant generating functions; an extensive reviewisgiv enbyReid (1988) . Foravariable y with cumulant generating function c(t), the first order approximation is f (y) ≈ (2 ) −k/2 |c(¡ )| −1/2 exp{c(¡ ) −¡´y}( 1.1) where¡ is determined byċ(¡ ) − − y and ċ and c denote first derivative vector and second derivative matrix. The usual derivation is asymptotic and provides an approximate density for y − − Σy i based on a sample (y 1 ,...,y n )from a distribution with known cumu-
lant generating function c(t); the cumulant generating function for y is then nc(t/n).
Formula (1.1) reexpresses the approximation as a direct conversion from cumulant generating function to corresponding density function, in a sense the n = 1c ase.
The original method of proof involves an inversion of the characteristic function using a complex-plane path specially chosen in accord with general saddlepoint tech-
niques. An alternative method uses an Edgeworth expansion for a tilted exponential model centered on the data point in question. In this latter form, the expression is invariant under reparameterization:
¤ need not be the canonical parameter.
As the likelihood function for a minimal sufficient statistic is givenbythe likelihood function of an original data array,t he approximation has wide utility for exponential models. Also the approximation has been found to be extremely accurate in the general context of such models, and the numerical results in Section 5 support this. The formula is useful at an observed data point y 0 because the corresponding likelihood function is typically available. The usual presentation of the formula, however, does not include a general prescription for determining the ancillary a(y), and thus it does not lead directly to a plot of the density of¤ for particular ¤ values, unless¤ is minimal sufficient or the ancillary a(y)i so therwise available. An affine ancillary has been suggested by Barndorff-Nielsen (1980) on asymptotic grounds. Acomputer implementable procedure for calculating a preferred ancillary a(y)b ased on differential likelihood is discussed in Fraser and Reid (1988a) .
The original support for Barndorff-Nielsen'sa pproximation is that it is exact for transformation models when renormalized, and it coincides with the saddlepoint approximation for exponential models. Some discussion and analysis of the Barndorff-Nielsen approximation may be found in Barndorff-Nielsen (1983; 1986b; 1988a , p. 213f), McCullagh (1984 , Reid (1988) ; these use asymptotic calculations based on sample space geometry and cumulants or use transformation model theory.Anonasymptotic interpretation of the approximation using the Laplace-integral method is discussed in Fraser (1988): a transformation of § and of § is defined to yield constant observed information and an approximating exponential model then supports a local saddlepoint calculation. Lugannani and Rice (1980) , also Daniels (1987) , use saddlepoint methods to directly approximate a distribution function or tail probability formula. Forar eal variable y with cumulant generating function c(t)a nd distribution function F(y), the approximation can be written F( § ; § estimate, and (1.5) records the left tail probability F(y) − − F( ; ):
(1.6)
In Section 2 we showh ow ane xponential model not in standard form can be fully characterized by an observed likelihood function and its first sample-space derivative,up to one-one transformations of the observable variable elsewhere on the sample space.
This result is used in Section 3 to modify the Lugannani and Rice formula so that it is independent of the parameterization of the model. Then for a continuous statistical model we derive inSection 4 an approximating or tangent exponential model at a point y and then use the modified Lugannani and Rice formula to obtain a general model version of that tail probability approximation. In Section 5 we discuss briefly the choice (Fraser and Reid, 1988a) of direction for differentiating the likelihood function and then illustrate the closeness of approximation using several examples and model types.
Howobservedlikelihood determines an exponential model
Consider a continuous statistical model f (x;
), that is an ordinary k-dimension exponential linear model in terms of some one-one equivalent canonical variable y(x) and one-one equivalent canonical parameter ( ). Often when the functional form of
)i sa vailable, simple manipulation of the logarithm will be enough to obtain the model in canonical form. In this section we develop a procedure that uses only an observed likelihood function and its first sample space derivative atad ata point x 0 and produces directly the cumulant generating function, the canonical parameter,a nd the local canonical variable; in effect, the procedure givesac haracterization of an exponential model in terms of likelihood properties local on the sample space. This is then used in Sections 3 and 4 to modify and extend the Lugannani and Rice tail probability approximation.
The general k-dimensional exponential model has probability element
The canonical variable y(x)a nd parameter 
are sample space derivatives, and
we call the natural parameter.N ote that the natural parameter and the cumulant generating function ( )a re defined entirely in terms of l(
,c losely related toṠ( ; x), has been used for variable change x < −−> (x)i nFraser and Reid (1988a) .
)c an then be written as
and the corresponding model for the score as
g(S;
) − − g(S;
The standardization properties, for example ∂ /∂´| 
be likelihood normed with respect to some fixed value
The minimal sufficient statistic locally at the point x (for example, Fraser 1966) is
and takes values in L MS {l 1 (⋅; x), . . . , l n (⋅; x)}, which is a k-dimensional vector space of
span the space L MS .T his would happen typically,u nless a chosen v i fell in the n − k dimensional null space of the linear forms (2.10). Formulas (2.4) and (2.5) can then be (% )i sdefined by (2.6).
Parameterization invariant Lugannani and Rice
The Lugannani and Rice formula (1.5) givesal eft tail probability F(% ;
approximation for a one parameter exponential model. The accompanying definition (1.6) for z uses likelihood drop from% to % and is invariant under reparameterization.
The definition (1.7) for ( ,h owev er, uses the canonical parameter % .I nt his section we record a parameterization invariant version (3.1) of ( .T he resulting modified Lugannani and Rice formula then uses (1.5) with (1.6) and (3.1).
From Section 2 we note that the canonical parameter % can be determined from the likelihood l($ ; x 0 )a nd its sample space derivativel ($ ; x 0 ), the latter being available from (2.4) or more generally from (2.11). Accordingly we obtain
In this expression we have used x for the data point and$ for the corresponding maximum likelihood estimate; $ remains as the parameter value for which the tail probability is being calculated. We also note that normalization of the likelihood function is unnecessary: that log f (x; ) )c an be used in place of l() ; x).
General tail probability approximation
Consider a continuous statistical model f (x; 
Application

Conditional inference
The approximate tail probability formulas in Sections 3 and 4 are directly applicable to a continuous statistical model with a real variable and a real parameter; theyg iv e an observed levelofsignificance and by iteration confidence intervals.
Form ore general continuous model on R n we appeal to approximate conditional inference techniques and seek a one-dimensional distribution that contains the most information concerning a real valued interest parameter 6 ,a nd yet is as independent as possible of the remaining nuisance parameter,say,
7
;t he full parameter 4 is thus equivalent to (6 ,
).
Aone-dimensional conditional procedure on R n is determined by an n − 1d imen- Methods for obtaining approximate conditional likelihoods (5.2) are discussed in Cox and Reid (1987) , Fraser and Reid (1988b) . Methods for obtaining the preferred direction v(y)f or differentiating the original sample space likelihood are summarized in Section 5.2 from results in Fraser and Reid (1988a) .
Directions for differentiating likelihood
Consider a continuous statistical model f (y; 
Some examples showing the choice of conditioning direction v(y)a re giveni n
Fraser and Reid (1988a).
Numerical comparison of approximations
The conditioning technique just discussed reduces an n or k dimensional model to an approximating one-dimensional model for the interest parameter D ;o ther techniques are of course possible. We don ot examine here the effectiveness of such procedures.
Rather we restrict our assessment of the approximation in Sections 3 and 4 to a range of one-dimensional models; such models of course include these obtained by such conditioning procedures.
Fort he one-dimensional model f (x; C )t he signed square root of the likelihood ratio statistic for testing a value
The corresponding asymptotically-based tail probability approximation is
for the distribution function ofF given
Higher order modifications to this are the Bartlett (Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1984) , the McCullagh (1984) , and the Barndorff-Nielsen (1986a) corrections. The most recent of these corrected likelihood ratio approximations,
uses an adjusted signed-likelihood ratio statistic
which for the single real parameter case can be calculated from the approximation Forthe present approximation, we have
where I is givenb y( 4.1). Also, we let G(F ; Foranexponential model, the approximation (1.5, 1.6, 4.1) becomes the parameterization invariant form (1.5, 1.6, 3.1) of the Lugannani and Rice tail probability formula.
Accordingly for the first fewe xamples we consider exponential models with n = 1: the first is the gamma model in logarithmic form with P as the shape parameter; the second and third are the gamma again in logarithmic form with P as a location parameter and twov alues p = 3, 1 of the shape parameter.F or the remaining examples we turn to models that are sometimes viewed as being 'orthogonal' to exponential models, certainly theycan be very different: the location models f (x − P ). For these we progress from the gamma to the logistic and then to the long tail Cauchyd istribution. The examples are summarized in Table 1 .
The approximations G LR , G CLR , G A and the exact value G for the distribution of P are recorded in percent (Tables 2-7) for selected values of the basic variable x.W hen an x value is marked R,t he complement of the distribution function, the right tail probability is recorded.
The log-gamma with shape parameter P (Table 2) has an exponential left tail and a doubly exponential right tail; the model is exponential in P .
T he approximations G LR
and G CLR are high on the left and lowo nt he right, whereas G A coincides with Lugannani and Rice and is extremely accurate.
The log-gamma with location parameter P is examined for shape p = 3i nT able 3 and shape p = 1i nT able 4; the left tail is exponential and the right tail is double exponential. The approximations G LR and G CLR are lowo nt he left and high on the right with G CLR sometimes correcting in the wrong direction, whereas G A coincides with
Lugannani and Rice and is extremely accurate. Tables 2 and 3 are describing the same distribution for x butt he approximations are calculated using different exponential parameters.
The gamma with location parameter P is examined for shape p = 3i nT able 5; the left tail is polynomial and the right tail is exponential. It is also a variable carrier model in the parameter Q and in this sense is extreme for the present considerations.
The approximations G LR and G CLR are high on the left and lowo nt he right, both well removedfrom the present approximation G A and the exact G.
The logistic with location parameter Q (Table 6 ) has exponential left and right tails.
The approximation G LR is low, whereas G CLR and G A are close and slightly high. The symmetry of the distribution may help the approximations.
As a final example we consider the extreme case of a Cauchym odel with location parameter Q (Table 7) ; the left and right tail are both polynomial with coefficient -2.
The approximations G LR and G CLR are both low, atsome points extremely low, whereas the approximation G A ,asareportable observed levelofsignificance, is acceptably close.
Discussion
Anormal model has twoparameters, and tail probabilities are immediately available by entering normal tables with the standardized variable. An exponential model has an infinity of parameters, and tail probabilities can be approximated with high accuracyb y the Lugannani and Rice formula (1.5, 1.6, 1.7).
If a model on the real line is location normal in some parameterization, then an observed likelihood determines that model and the likelihood ratio test uses normal tables to testQ against a value The underlying theme in this paper is that for more general contexts it is better to approximate at a data value using the manyparameter exponential model than using just a removedfrom the integration strip. Alower order Taylor series close to the interest area would seemingly be better then a higher order series at a distant point. Formula (5.6) of Barndorff-Nielsen involves approximations for the K in (5.5); the preceding remarks would seem to apply also to the exact (5.5).
Most of the examples in Section 5 involvet he location model
If the model is centred so thatl (0) − − 0, −l − −ĵ ,t hen the present approximation (1.5, 1.6, 4.1) uses Table 3 . Log-gamma, location (a − − 0, p = 3): tail probability as percent; right tail when marked R Table 6 . Logistic distribution (d − − 0): tail probability as percent.
x-8-6-4-2-1 Table 7 . Cauchydistribution (e − − 0): tail probability as percent. 
